Abstract. In this paper we present some new developments for the routing via matching model introduced by Alon et al [5] . This model can be viewed as a communication scheme on a distributed network. The nodes in a network can communicate in one step via matchings, where a node exchange data with its partner. Formally, given a connected graph G(V, E) with vertices labeled from [1, ..., n] and a permutation π the problem is to find a routing scheme with minimum number of steps which routes a pebble from vertex i to π(i) for all i. The minimum number of steps to route all vertices given a permutation is called the routing time rt(G, π) and the maximum number of steps necessary to route any permutation for a given graph G is called the routing number rt(G) of G. In this paper we present following new results, which answer some of the open problems posed in [5]: 1) Determining whether rt(G, π) is ≤ 2 can be done in O(m √ n) time for any arbitrary graph G with m edges. 2) Determining whether rt(G, π) is ≤ k for any k ≥ 3 is NP-Complete. In the second half we study a analogous property of graphs, which we termed as sorting numbers. Informally, sorting number of graph is the minimum depth sorting network that only uses edges of the graph. We show that a T with maximum degree ∆ can accommodate a O(min(n∆ 2 , n 2 )) depth sorting network. Additionally we give two instance of trees for which this upper bound is tight.
Introduction And Prior Results
The routing via matching model has several variants and generalizations [5, 6, 8] . For example a popular network routing model is the direct path routing model. In this model a packet move towards its destination directly and no two packets uses the same links (edges). In one version of the problem a path may be specified for each vertex. In [8] Costas and others show this problem and some variants of it to be NP complete. In this paper we only consider the classical model as described above. In the introductory paper [5] Alone and others show that for any connected graph G, rt(G) ≤ 3n. This was shown by considering a spanning tree of G and using only the edges of the spanner to route the permutation in G. Note that one can always route a permutation on a tree, by iteratively moving pebbles that belong to some leaf node and ignoring the node afterwards. The routing scheme is recursive and uses a well known property of trees: a tree has a vertex whose removal results in a forest of trees with size at most n/2. Later in [7] Zhang improve this upper bound 3n/2 + O(log n). This was done using a new decomposition called the caterpillar decomposition. This bound is essentially tight as it takes 3(n − 1)/2 steps to route a permutation on a star K 1,n−1 . There is very few known results for routing numbers of graphs besides trees. We know that for the complete graph and the complete bipartite graph the routing number is 2 and 4 respectively [5] . Later in [6] Li and others extends these results to show rt(K s,t ) = 3s/2t + O(1). For the n-cube Q n we know that n + 1 ≤ rt(Q n ) ≤ 2n − 2. The lower bound is quite straightforward. The upper bound was discovered using the results for determinig the routing number of the Cartesian product of two graphs [5] . If G = G 1 × G 2 be the Cartesian product of G 1 and G 2 then: rt(G) ≤ 2 min(rt(G 1 ), rt(G 2 )) + max(rt(G 1 ), rt(G 2 )) Since Q n = K 2 × Q n−1 the results follow 1 . Here we take a detour to discuss a related problem of determining the acquaintance time of a connected graph. Given a connected graph G whose vertices contains pebbles, its acquaintance time ac(G) is defined to be the minimum number of matching necessary for each pebble to be acquainted with each other. We say two pebble is acquainted if they happen to be on adjacent vertices. This notion of acquaintance was introduce by Benjamini and other in a recent paper [9] . They show that routing number and acquaintance time of a graph are distinct parameters by giving a separation result for the complete bipartite graph. They show ac(K n,n ) = log n, which stands in contrast to the routing number of 4 for K n,n . We believe that further investigation is necessary to study graph which have large separation between the two parameters.
Determining whether rt(G, π) ≤ 2 Is Easy
In this section we present a polynomial time deterministic algorithm to determine if a permutation can be routed given graph in two steps. The basic idea centers around whether we can route the individual cycles of the permutation. Let, π = C 1 C 2 . . . C k be a permutation with k cycles and C i = c i1 . . . c ij . We say a cycle C is independently routable if it can be routed using only edges of the induced subgraph G [C] . A pair of cycles C 1 , C 2 are mutually routable if all the pebbles withing them can be routed using only the edges of The two permutations are shown as concentric circles. The direction of rotation for the outer circle is clockwise and the inner circle is anti-clockwise. Once, we choose (i, j) as the first matched pair, the rest of the matching is forced for both the stages. The crossed vertices in the figure will not be routed.
Proof. We prove this assuming G is a clique. Since, for any other case the induced subgraph G[C 1 ∪ C 2 ] would have less number of edges, hence this is a stronger claim. Let |C 1 | = a = b = |C 2 |. Consider the cycle C 1 = (c 11 , . . . , c 1i , . . . , c 1a ). At the first step we have only three choices for matching some vertex with c 1i .
case 1 c 1i is not matched. In this case, in the next(last) round c 1i must be matched with c 1i+1 . This implies c 1i−1 must be at c 1i+1 after the first round. This would force c 1i−2 to be matched with c 1i+2 in the first round, otherwise c 1i−2 will not be able to reach c 1i−1 in two rounds. Proceeding in this way we see that the matching for all the vertices are fixed once we decide not to match c 1i . This implies both C 1 and C 2 must be routed independently.
case 2 c 1i is matched with c 1j . In this case also we can show that the entire matching is forced. case 3 c 1i is matched with c 2j . From Fig. 1 we see that unless a = b, the pair C 1 and C 2 are not mutually routable in 2 steps.
Corollary 1.
A triple (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ) cannot route permutation withing 2 steps.
We define a graph G cycle(π) = (V = {C i }, E) whose vertices are the cycles and two cycle are adjacent iff they are mutually routable in 2-steps. Additionally, G cycle(π) has loops corresponding to vertices which are independently routable cycles. Let G cycle(π) be the graph formed by removing each self loops in G cycle(π) with a edge attached to a new vertex, which is not connected to any other vertex. The next lemma follows immediately: Lemma 2. rt(G, π) = 2 iff there is a perfect matching in G cycle(π) .
Hence, we get a O( √ nm) time algorithm [10] for determining whether a given permutation can be routed in two steps.
Proof. ⇒ A two step routing scheme for K n was given in [5] . ⇐ If G is not a clique then there is at least a pair of non-adjacent vertices. Let (i, j) be a non-edge.
Then by Lemma 1 the permutation (ij)(. . .) . . . (. . .) can not be routed in two steps.
Determining rt(G, π) ≤ k is hard for any k ≥ 3
In this section we give a simple reduction from 3-SAT for the NP completeness proof. Proof. Proving it is in N P is trivial, we can use a set of matchings as a witness. For the NP hardness proof we first define three atomic gadgets (see Fig 2) which will be use to construct the variable and clause gadgets. Vertices whose pebbles are fixed (1 cycles) are represented as circles. Otherwise they are represented as black discs. So in the first three sub-figures ((a)-(c)) the input permutation is (a, b) 2 . In all our construction we shall use permutation consisting of only 1 and 2 cycles. Each cycle labeled i will be represented as a pair (a i , b i ). If the correspondence between a pair is clear from the figure then we shall omit the subscript. It is an easy observation that rt(P 3 , ((a, b))) = rt(P 4 , ((a, b))) = rt(H, ((a, b))) = 3. In the case of the hexagon H we see that in order to route the pebbles within 3 steps we have to use the left or the right path, but we cannot use both paths simultaneously (i.e., a goes through left but b goes through the right). Fig. 2 (e) shows a chain of squares connecting u to v. If vertex u is used during routing any pebble other than the two pebbles to its right then the chain construction forces v to be used in routing the two pebbles to its left. This chain is called a f-chain. In our construction we use chains of constant length to simplify the presentation of our construction. Clause Gadget: Say we have clause C = x + y + ¬z. In Fig 2(d) we show how to create a clause gadget. This is referred to as the clause graph G C of the clause C. The graph in Fig 2(d) can route π C = (a c , b C ) in three steps by using one of the three paths between a C and b C . Say, a C is routed to b C via x. Then it must be the case that vertex x is not used to route any other pebbles. We call such a vertex free with respect to the clause. Otherwise, it would be not possible to route a C to b C in three steps via x. This observation tells us that at least one of three middle vertices in the clause graph must not be used elsewhere to route some pebble. Hence we can say a clause has a satisfying assignment iff its clause graph has a free vertex.
Variable Gadget: Variable gadgets are little more involved than the clause gadgets. For some l > 0, let the variable X is in m X ≤ 2 l+1 − 2 clauses. The variable gadget corresponding to X is shown in Fig 3(b) . Vertically aligned hexagons are all in one level. Number of levels is 2l + 1. The left most hexagon H 1 and the rightmost hexagon H 3·2 l −2 share a common edge as indicate in the figure making it circularly wrapped. The permutation we will route on G X (the variable graph of X) is
. For each variable we shall have a separate graph and a corresponding permutation on its vertices. In the graph G X there are only two possible way to route π X in two steps. 1) If we route (a 0 b 0 ) using the right path in H 1 this forces (a 1 b 1 ) and (a 2 b 2 ) to be routed using the right paths in their respective hexagons H 2 and H 3 . Continuing in this way we see that (a 2 l+1 −2 b 2 l+1 −2 ) must be routed using the right path of H 3·2 l −2 . In during this routing the vertices x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 2 l+1 −2 are not used and hence are free vertices. 2) If we route (a 0 b 0 ) using the left path of H 1 , the opposite happens and ¬x 1 , ¬x 2 , . . . , ¬x 2 l+1 −2 will be the free vertices in this case. This forces variable assignment. The former and latter case corresponds to true (right) and false (left) assignment of X respectively.
Reduction: For each clause C, if the literal x ∈ C then we connect x i ∈ G X (for some i) to the vertex labeled x ∈ G C via an f-chain. If ¬x ∈ C then we connect it with ¬x i via an f-chain. This is our final graph G φ corresponding to an instance of a 3-SAT formula. The input permutation is π = π X . . . π C . . . π f . . ., which is the concatenation of all the individual permutation on the variable, clause graphs and f -chains. This completes our construction. We need to show, rt(G φ , π) = 3 iff φ is satisfiable. Suppose φ is satisfiable. Then for each variable X, if the literal x is true then we use left routing in G X , otherwise we use right routing. This ensures in each clause graph there will be at least one free vertex. Now suppose (G φ , π) = 3. Then each clause graph has at least one free vertex. If x is a free vertex in some clause graph then ¬x is not a free vertex in any of the other clause graphs, otherwise variable graph G X will not be able rout its own permutation in 3 steps. Hence the set of free vertices will be a satisfying assignment for φ. It is an easy observation that the number of vertices in G φ is polynomially bounded in n, m; the number of variables and clauses in φ respectively and that G φ can be explicitly constructed in polynomial time.
Optimal Sorting Networks For A Given Graph
In this section we introduce sorting numbers for graphs in the context of oblivious sorting networks. Majority of existing literature on sorting networks focus on optimizing the depth (number of concurrent stages) and size (total number of comparators used) of such networks. Here, we study a slightly different problem. Given a graph what is the optimal sorting network (in terms of depth) we can build which respect the edges of the graph. Before elaborating on what we mean by respecting the edges of the graph we first define a sorting networks as an ordered pairs S n,d (H, M ) as follows:
Definition 1 (Sorting Network). A sorting network is a pair S n,d (H, M ) such that:
1. H is a connected graph having n vertices. Vertices of H are labeled and initially each contain a pebble having some value, that is they act as input terminals of the network. 2. The ordered set M consisting of directed matchings in H. In a directed matching as defined here some edges in the matching have been assigned a direction. At stage i in the matching m i ∈ M , the matched vertices exchange their pebbles according to the orientation of the edge they are incident to. For an edge uv, when swapped the smaller of the two pebble goes to u. If an edge is undirected then both pebbles swap regardless of their order. 3. After d stages the vertex labeled i has the pebble whose rank is i in the sorted order for every possible initial arrangement of the pebbles. 4. Each edge in H is in some matching, that is H is minimal.
Given a graph labeled graph G, we say S n,d (H, M ) respects G if H is a spanning subgraph of G up to isomorphism. Let, G consists of all spanning subgraphs of G up to isomorphism. Then we define sorting number of G as follows:
Definition 2 (Sorting Number). Sorting number d(G) of a graph G is defined to be minimum depth of any sorting network S n,d (H, M ) which respects G.
When the output labeling is a fixed permutation π, the sorting number is then define in terms of the pair d(G, π). Each H ∈ G exhibits a different destination of the sorted pebbles and effects the depth of the network. In fact it may not be the case that two non isomorphic copies of the same spanning subgraph to have same sorting depth. However the following holds: Lemma 3. If H and H are two non-isomorphic copies the same spanning subgraph of
Proof. Since H and H are copies of same graph with non-isomorphic labeling, we can use the same maching set to build a sorting network for both the graphs. However the output labeling of H is different from H so after the sorting phase we need an additional routing phase to obtain the desired output ordering which requires additional of 3n/2 + o(n) steps. This routing phase can be carried out in a oblivious manner since, once we have achieve the intermediate output ordering (given by the labeling of H ), the destination of each pebble (given by the labeling of H) is then predetermined.
Note that if G is not connected than d(G) = ∞. Otherwise, there always exists a spanning tree T of G and d(G) ≤ d(T ). The main result of this section will be to obtain both a lower and an upper bounds for d(T ). We start by restating some previous results for sorting networks with restricted topology under this new framework. The path graph P n is one of the simplest case. We know that d(P n ) = n. This follows from the fact that the classical odd-even transposition sort takes n matching steps. Next we discuss some known bounds for the sorting numbers of some common graphs starting with the complete graph. These results are summarized in Table 1 . For the the complete graph K n . Ajtai-Komlos-Szemerdi (AKS) sorting network directly gives an upper bound of O(log n) for the sorting number of K n . In this case the upper and lower bounds are tight. For the n-cube (Q n ) we can use the Batcher's Bitonic sorting network, which has a depth of O((log n)
2 ). It is still open to determine if the upper bound for the Q n is tight or not. For the square mesh P n × P n it is known that d(P n × P n ) = 3n + o(n), which is tight with respect to the constant factor of the largest term. This follows from results of Schnorr & Shamir [4] , where they introduced the 3n-sorter for the square mesh. Given two graphs G 1 (V 1 , E 1 ) and G 2 (V 2 , E 2 ) their Cartesian product is the graph G(V, E) such that
The next theorem gives the sortinbg number of a product graph in terms of its components. 
Fig . 4 . The product graph G = G1 × G2. The rows highlighted by blue regions represents the super vertices of G .
Theorem 2. Given two graphs G 1 and G 2 , the sorting number of their Cartesian product is
.
Without loss of generality we assume
. The network that sorts G = G 1 × G 2 is constructed via networks for G 1 and G 2 as follows. Let, V 1 = {a 1 , ..., a n1 } and V 2 = {b 1 , ..., b n2 } be the vertex set of the graphs G 1 and G 2 respectively. The labeling of the vertices are based on the output ranks of the sorted order. The graph G with vertex set V = {(a i , b j )} can be visualized in a grid of size n 1 n 2 . Each row consists of a copy of G 2 and each column consists of a copy of G 1 . See Figure 1 for an illustration. The sorting network for G consists of the following matching scheme. Let M 1 and M 2 be the respective matching schemes for G 1 and G 2 . If (u, v) be a pair of matched vertices in some matching, we assign a direction to the edge uv according to the comparator attached to the edge uv. That is, after the exchange if smaller of the two pebbles is put in u then we say the edge is directed from u to v. Then u is called the lower vertex and v is called the upper vertex. A matching thus partitions the vertex set into three parts: upper, lower and non-participating vertices.
We start by sorting each row of G, which have copies of G 2 using the sorting network M 2 . However, each row correspond to a vertex in G 1 . Let, M 1 = (m 1 , ..., m d(G1) ) and M 2 = (m 1 , ..., m d(G2) ). Consider the set of upper, lower and non-participating vertices of G 1 for the matching m 1 . These vertices partition the rows of G into three parts. For each row in G if it is associated with a lower vertex in G 1 then we call it a lower row. Similarly we define upper rows and non-participating rows. For each lower row then we sort it normally using the sorting network of G 2 . If the row is an upper row we sort it using the sorting network of G 2 where the direction of the comparators have been reversed. We leave the non-partitioning rows out of this matching stage. Next we use the matching m 1 to do a compare exchange on the columns of G. These two stages (sorting on rows (copies of G 2 ) and the application of a compare exchange in G 1 ) together constitute a single full stage in G. The set of matchings without the final compare-exchange on columns constitute a half-stage. Hence a full stage consists of d(G 2 ) + 1 matchings on G. Next we invoke a full stage corresponding each matchings in M 1 , hence for d(G 1 ) stages. At the end we need to sort each rows of G, with each row alternately labeled a lower or an upper row, starting from the first row which is labeled as a lower row. This last stage is a half stage and adds an additional d(G 2 ) matchings to the sorting network. The final sorted order of vertices are ((a 1 , b 1 ) ≤ (a 1 , b 2 
proof of correctness. The correctness of the above procedure can be proven using the 0-1 principle. Each half stage in G consists of a sorting in ascending order or its reverse. This is followed up by a compare exchange between the matched rows. Consider a pair of matched rows A i = ((a i , b 1 ) , ..., (a i , b n2 ) and A j = ((a j , b 1 ) , ..., (a j , b n2 ) corresponding to vertices a i and a j in G 1 . Assume i precedes j in the sorted order in G 1 (i < j). Since A i is sorted in ascending order and A j in descending order compare-exchange between the pairs (((a i , b 1 ), (a j , b 1 ) ), ..., ((a i , b n2 ), (a j , b n2 ) )) results in merge operation. Hence, after the compare exchange we have u ≤ v for every pair of vertices, where u ∈ A i and v ∈ A j . We use the notation A i ≤ A j as a shorthand to denote this case.
We can think of the sorting operation in G by considering the sorting operation on the quotient graph G consisting of rows of G as super vertices in G . The sorting in G happens identical to the sorting operation G 1 , except for the fact that we exchange sets of pebbles instead of just a pair. Consider the following loop invariant:
If (a i ≤ a j ) for some i, j in G 1 after k matching stages then after k full stages in G we have A i ≤ A j in G . Clearly this holds after the first stage (k = 1). Let us assume it holds up to some k − 1 full stage. In the k th stage we look at the matching m k ∈ M 1 which used match up the rows in G. Consider the vertices a i , a j and their counterpart A i , A j in G respectively. Let A i and A j denote the sets after completion of this stage (including both sorting on the rows followed by the compare exchange on columns). Next, consider the following cases (assume a i ≤ a j before this step): afterwards. Otherwise a i ≥ a j . Now, after the exchange A i ≥ A l . If a l ≤ a j before so was A L ≤ A j hence, A i ≤ A j after the exchange. Otherwise, A L ≤ A j was before and if A l was all 1's then A i would be all ones afterwards and hence A i ≥ A j . If A l had at least one 0 then A j will be all 0's hence again A i ≥ A j afterwards. . Case 4 (a j , a l ) are matched and a i is non-participating. This case is anti-symmetric (we need to exchange the arguments for upper and lower case) to the previous case. Case 5 Say (a i , a l ) and (a j , a p ) are matched. We can use the arguments made in case 3 and 4 by first fixing a j and then working with the triple a j , a l and the altered a i . There will be four subcases: a i can be upper or lower and for either one there are two possibilities for a j also.
Hence, the invariant holds after the k th stage. Applying d(G 1 ) matchings stages in G 1 the vertices pebbles according to the following order:
At the last stage we sort each row in G to get the final ordering.
Recall the analogous result for the routing number of the product graph [ref] . We have rt(
). The corresponding bound for the sorting number is much worse. Since a n-cube Q n can be written as the Cartesian product of Q n−1 × K 2 , from Theorem 1 we see that d(Q n ) ≤ O(3 n ), which is O(N log 3 ) where N = 2 n is the number of vertices in a n-cube. Unfortunately, although non-trivial, the above bound is week for n-cubes.
Sorting Number Of Trees
First we informally discuss the lower bound of d(T ). This occurs when the tree is a star. For a star K 1,n−1 there are only n non-isomorphic output labeling. Let π i be the labeling where the center has the label i . Clearly, d(K 1,n−1 , π n ) ≤ d(K 1,n−1 , π i ) + 1, after achieving the sorted order with respect to π i ; we can swap (n, π i (n)) to achieve the output ordering with respect to π n . Here, π i (n) is the vertex with label n. Hence it suffices to prove the lower bound of d(K 1,n−1 , π n ). Let M = (e 1 , . . . , e d ) be a sequence of matchings, which are in this case just singleton edges. The important observation is this: once a pebble is placed in its final sorted position, it must stay there for the remainder of the matchings for d to be minimum. Hence given M , consider the input permutation of pebbles which makes the first pebble to be put into its correct place be first matched at the (n − 1) th step, the second such pebble to be matched after an additional n − 2 steps and so on. This would ensure that it takes at least (n − 1)(n − 2)/2 steps to obtain the sorted order. This gives a lower bound of Ω(n 2 ) for the star and thus in general for trees.
An Upper Bound
In this section we present an oblivious sorting algorithm for trees. The algorithm OddEvenTreeSort is a natural generalization of the classical odd-even transposition sort algorithm. First recall the following fact about trees: for any tree T with n vertices there always exits a vertex r whose removal produces connected components of size ≤ n/2. We can take this special vertex r as the root, which we assume has d children. See Figure 3 .2 for a visual presentation of T . Let the subtree T i have n i ≤ n/2 nodes and any non-leaf node has at most d i children. Further, assume the subtrees are arranged in descending order according to their size from left to right (n 1 ≥ n 2 ≥ . . . ≥ n ∆ ). The output ordering of the vertices in T is defined recursively:
1. The root r of T is given the label 1.
2. For a pair of subtrees T i and T j (i < j) vertices in T i have smaller labels than vertices in T j . 3. Labeling of each subtree T i is defined recursively based on an appropriately chosen root r i which partitions T i in a balanced manner. We call this the multi-root pre-order (MP) labeling. Given a tree this ordering can be easily precomputed and it is fixed afterwards. The OddEvenTreeSort(T, r) has two main phases: 1) In the first phase we use the subtrees as buckets to partition the pebbles such that T 1 = T 1 ∪ {r} gets the first n 1 + 1 smallest pebbles, T 2 the next n 2 smallest pebbles and so on. 2) Next we call OddEvenTreeSort(T i , r i ) recursively to all the subtrees T 1 , . . . , T ∆ . Sorting on these subtrees happens in parallel. Let as assume the number of matchings needed to partition the pebbles during the first phase is S(n, d; d 1 , . . . , d d ), if the root r has degree d and the subtree T i has maximum arity of d i . Then total number of stages in OddEvenTreeSort is given by the following recurrence:
Since any routing between the subtrees must use the root r, we route the pebbles between a pair of subtrees at a time. The procedure Swap(T i , T i+1 ; r) takes a pair of consecutive subtrees and sorts the pebbles in such a away that after completion each pebble in T i = T i ∪ {r} is smaller than pebbles in T i+1 . We first describe in detail Swap(T i , T j ; r). Fig. 4 shows the two subtrees T i and T j connected via r. Let the height of T i be h i and the height of T j be h j . Total number of levels in T ij is h i + h j + 1. Vertices are grouped according to the level they are in starting from the left most vertices (which are at depth h i in T i ) which are assigned to group 1. Based on its group number a vertex is either an odd or an even vertex. Each stage consists of either matchings between odd-even vertices or even-odd vertices. For each non-leaf node we pick an arbitrary but fixed ordering of its children so that at any odd or even stage they will be chosen sequentially in that order. This also makes the above scheme oblivious. All the matched edges are directed. For each pair of matched vertices we exchange their pebbles if the vertex to the left has a larger pebble to that of the right. We call an odd followed by an even stage together a cycle. We shall count the number of cycles to simplify our analysis. Next we prove the following lemma: Lemma 4. Assuming n i ≥ n j , the procedure Swap(T i , T j ; r) requires at most 2n i + max(d i , d j )n j + 1 cycles to route the pebbles to their destination subtrees. Proof. The procedure Swap(T i , T j ; r) is oblivious, thus by the 0-1 principle [ref] we only need to show it works correctly when the input is restricted to 0 or 1. Swap(T i , T j ; r) is broken up into two rounds. In the first round, which happens in parallel on the subtrees T i and T j , is when we move the larger pebbles towards the root (which is r) in T i and we move the smaller pebbles towards the root (which is b) in T j . After completion of this round every path from root to leaf in T i is monotonically decreasing. The converse holds for T j . We prove that in general for a tree T having n vertices, 2n cycles are sufficient to achieve this ordering. Consider a path P in T from the root r to some leaf node u l . Let, P = (r = u 1 , . . . , u l ). Let D = (d 1 , . . . , d l−1 ) be the arity of the nodes in this path from root to the leaf. We prove that for this path at most 2 l−1 i=0 d i cycles suffice to sort the pebbles in it (that is all the 1's that were initially in the path are closer to the root than the 0's). Here we make two important observations that simplifies our analysis: 1) No new 0's are introduced to this path during any stage of the routing. 2) If a new 1 enters this path replacing some 0, we can essentially ignore it, as this does not hurt the relative ordering of the existing 0's and 1's in the path. So we also assume no new 1 is introduced in the path during the routing. This two assumptions allows us to treat the path P in isolation. Since P was chosen arbitrarily proving the property holds for P would suffice. Now, consider the special case when d 0 = 1, . . . , d l−1 = 1. Then the odd-even matchings in P would follow the same pattern as the Odd-Even Transposition sorting network, which takes l ≤ 2 l−1 i=0 d i cycles. The proof for this special case can be extended relatively easily with some additional bookkeeping. Let as assume that we have k 1's initially in P . It is apparent that the worst case happens when all the 1's are initially at the other end of the root. Assuming the root to be the rightmost vertex in P . Let the 1 initially at vertex u i be labeled as 1 i . The timing diagram in Fig. 4 shows the progression of each 1 towards the root. The rightmost 1 is at vertex u l−k+1 initially. When counting the number of cycles we make the following conservative estimate. It takes 1 l−k+1 at most d l−k cycles to move to u l−k . Similarly it takes d l−k + d l−k+1 cycles for 1 l−k+2 to move to u l−k+1 . Since it can take for 1 l−k+1 at most d l−k to vacate u l−k+1 and at most d l−k+1 additional cycles for the edge u l−k+1 u l−k+2 to be in a matching afterwards. In Fig 4. the crosses represent a jump from child to its parent by a 1. The thick lines represent the cycles when the child with a 1 is waiting to be matched with its parent (which has a 0) so that it can move up. The dotted line between two thick line represents the time spent by the child idling whose parent still has a 1 which has not been moved up. It is clear from the Fig. 4 that the maximum bottleneck occurs when
by the time this 1 reaches u i+1 the 1 at u i would have already moved on to u i−1 . Which only helps with the routing. The Fig. 4 shows the timing diagram for the first three 1's starting from the right most 1 at u l−k+1 . We see that for 1 l−k+1 it takes at most l−k i=1 d i cycles to reach the root u 1 . Similarly for 1 l−k+2 it takes at most
cycles. Clearly for any path, l−1 i=1 d i ≤ n which gives us the first term in the bound of the lemma. In the second round we exchange pebbles between T i and T j such that after end of this round at least T i is all 0's or T j is all 1's. We show this rounds takes at most max(d i , d j )n j cycles. This can be proven by recycling some of the main ideas from the previous proof. Assume, that m (> 0) 1's need move from T i to T j . During the first cycle the 1 in r will be exchanged with the 0 in b (see Fig. 3 ). The 0 in r could will move a in the next cycle. However, it may have to wait at most d i cycles afterwards to be matched with a vertex that has a 1. Similarly, the 1 at b will have to wait at most d j cycles at b before advancing. As long as some 1 and 0 remains to be exchanged, with an interval of at most max(d i , d j ) cycles, they will arrive at a and r respectively. This holds because of the preprocessing step in the previous round. Thus max(d i , d j )m ≤ max(d i , d j )n j + 1 cycles suffice which proves the lemma. The Swap(T i , T j ; r) procedure is called for each consecutive pairs of subtrees during one pass. We call a subtree type-1 if it contains all 1's. Similarly we define a tree to be type-0 if it contains all 0's. Next we prove that after one such pass one of the following is true: 1) The rightmost subtree T d is of type-1. 2) All the subtrees to its left are type-0. This can be easily seen from the fact that the trees are arranged from left to right with decreasing size. After the first swap between T 1 and T 2 it is obvious that either T 1 is of type-0 or T 2 is of type-1. Let the assertion holds after completion of Swap(T i , T i+1 ; r). Hence, either T i is of type-1 or all the subtrees before T i are of type-0. If the former is true then after completion of Swap(T i , T i+1 ; r), T i+1 would be of type-1 since n i ≥ n i+1 . If the latter holds then after the swap all subtrees to the left of T i+1 will be of type-0. This proves the assertion. Which means in the next pass we can ignore T d 3 . The total number of cycles in the first pass is
The last inequality follows from the fact that n 1 ≥ . . . ≥ n ∆ . So total number of stages during Phase-1 is
It is not difficult to see that S(n, − 1) 2 n, n 2 )) stages to correctly sort any input with respect to the MP ordering. We note that for the two extreme cases, 1) when T = P n and 2) T = K 1,n−1 the number stages needed by OddEvenTreeSort is optimal up to a constant factor. It remains to be seen whether there exits any O(∆n) oblivious sorting network for trees.
